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1 - Digimon-the Break

{Century High School}

Teacher-Have a great summer

Boy-how you man

Boy 2-School’s out

{Takuya, Tommy, Kouji, Koichi and Stephen meet me at my locker}

Takuya-hey

John-hey

Koji-nice to see you

Stephen-same here

Tommy-Hi, Koichi

Koichi-Oh, hey Tommy

John-Well, come on {Slams locker shut and locks it}

{We reach the station in good time. April is there and so is everyone else}

Stephen-AH! It’s ugly {All laugh}

{Fergus rolls in with 5 little 4 wheel coaches from the Southern Railway}

Fergus-All aboard {We clamber into the coaches and he steams off to the big Station}

Takuya-Ah, the big station

Koji-There’s Arthur, Thomas, Toby and Gordon.

{Whilst everyone is leaving Fergus’s coaches the engines whistle back and forth and then the trains
leave with their trucks and coaches for the various yards, stations and other places.}

Koichi-hello, Edward

Edward-Hello, guys



{The next day, Donald and Douglas were waiting with their express coaches

Donald-Douggie, look who it is

Douglas-och, aye, Donal, it’s the wee lads

{We board Donald’s express and at the next station, I change to Murdoch’s cab and we go away to
collect all our belongings in box trucks.}

Murdoch-easy does it

{We collect trucks from everyone’s houses and then deliver them to the mansion in the Digital world}

Trucks-the huge mansion

{I uncouple the trucks from Murdoch and back him down onto thirty coaches}

Murdoch-coaches, easy

{Along the way, we meet Bear (D7101) and talk to him}

Bear-nice, bye

{Bear rolls away with some trucks and I go on my way with the express}

Murdoch-Knapford Station

John-Board!!

{Everyone scrambles into the coaches}

Murdoch-c’mon

John-we can’t be late

{I yank the whistle cord and the rest come racing into the coaches}

Murdoch-ready

John-{lookin at empty platform} ready

{I give Murdoch some steam and the signalman clears us for the mainline. We pull out as Spencer pulls
in with some trucks and I give him a hard time by saying “your on truck duty now” and he would glare
and steam away}



2 - The fight

{The next day, trouble finds us. A mad (crazy) Davis and his partner attack us from behind while Ken, his
partner, Yolei her partner and Kari and her partner attack are Starboard, Port, & Front)

Stephen-crap

April-doom on us

{From somewhere on my right, Oliver wheeses a great cloud of steam and confuses them and we
clamber on the coaches. In the train we meet Satomi Minamoto and his partner, Dark Neomon, Yutaka
Himi and his partner, Aqua Neomon, and the last one, Kousei Minamoto and her partner, Flare Neomon)

Kousei-hello

Satomi-ah, nice to see you

{Kouji, Koichi, Kousei, and Satomi are brothers and sister from the same family and are all in high
school.}

Oliver-here we are, Maron Station

{We board Thomas's eighteen mail trucks and we head up to high farm. Davis and his partner, Veemon
are using a pump truck to push some gun flats with the others on them along the line to high farm.
Thomas arrives at the junction and we take the longer and safe track while they're stuck on the shorter
and much more harder way. Up a High farm, Rosie takes over the train and we head towards Tidmouth
Station and Rosie shunts the trucks into the yards and collects the coaches. We race to the Mansion.}

Stephen-were almost there

{Manhole in the road blocks the road and we jump over it and reach the front door}

John-(out of breath) safe

Stephen-open the door

{Takuya opens the door and we enter}



3 - introduction of railway characters

{The next day, Oliver pulls out with some loaded vans}

Stephen-what is that

Kouji-a base drum

John-on a flat truck with Rosie to take it around and a coach for you to ride in

{Later, we waltz into the yard and hear}

Troublesome trucks-Trucks waiting in the yard tackling them with easel “show the world what I can do,”
gaily boasts the diesel, in and out he creeps about like a big, black weasel, when he pulls the wrong
trucks out--------POP! GOES THE DIESEL

Diesel-ggggggggrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

Trucks-laughing

Duck-be quiet {Bumps five trucks into each other and they coast into a Brakevan}

Duck-hey, John

April-what is that annoying sound

James-oh, that, that’s the trucks

Trucks-quack! Quack! Goes Ducky

Arthur-Take this {Biffs all the trucks through some buffers}

Trucks ouch

Arthur-you better behave

Boco-John, how nice to see you

John-same, here, Boco

Stephen-you know him

John-I know every engine on Sodor-Wilbert, Sixteen, Thomas, Percy, Boco, Mavis, Dennis, Duck,
Diesel, Oliver, Donald and Douglas



Stephen-cool
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